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Pulcinella in illustrations and puppets
Under the name Pulcinella in illustrations and puppets, the Dutch Puppetry Museum has
compiled a travelling, bilingual and educative exhibition of a glimpse of the life and times
of the Pulcinella character. In addition to the theme, the exhibition also includes vintage
and contemporary illustrations, photos, puppets, masks and character figures from the
international puppet theatre repertoire.

Exhibition
Layout
Exhibition area
Pastiche theatre
Dimensions
Concept
Text
Pictures/Photos



Technical specifications and conditions
Assembly and disassembly time
Lighting

Electric power
Rental charge
Transport charge
Hotel costs

Insurance cover



Approx ten hours.
Existing light sources can be used, with added
directional spotlighting. It is best if the expo
area is darkened. Bright sunlight must be
avoided.
Earthed sockets: 16 amp.
Per week or part of week: € 1950
(excl. 19% VAT).
Small lorry: € 0.45 per km (excl. parking charges,
toll fees and VAT) + other travel costs.
Hotel at destination – for one or two persons –
for the account of the borrower (if necessary
during the entire exhibition period).
From site to site, for the account of the
borrower. Value: € 45,000.

Target audience and education
Age range
Try it yourself?

Sound and images



The exhibition can be set up at various venues.
Floor space needed: ± 60 m2.
An informative display and 2 table-top theatres
made of lined and painted cardboard.
Expo case: height 86 cm, breadth 70 cm,
depth 32 cm.
The exhibition is created by Otto van der Mieden.
Hetty Paërl and Otto van der Mieden.
Martha Griebler, Hetty Paërl, Ernest PignonErnest, Gianluca Di Matteo, Aat Veldhoen,
Peter Vos, Elsje Zwart a.o.

Children and adults.
Two (wooden) puppet theatres invite you to
play with a few typical rod puppet characters
and shadow figures.
Slide shows, films, sound clips and background
music.

Information and documentation
Visitor information

Exhibition texts in English, French and Dutch.
A Puppetry Museum treasure hunt and quiz is
an exciting way to find out more about matters
related to the various types of puppet theatre
and folk puppet theatre.

Documentation

Printed matter



Various Puppetry Museum pamphlets, posters,
books, postcards, teacher’s lesson pack, paper
theatres, stickers, Jumping Jacks and family
board games on a puppetry theme.
From € 1.
Information pack Pulcinella: € 17.50.

Illustration: Pulcinella, a figure from the Italian commedia dell’arte. Martha Griebler (1948-2006),
Stockerau/Austria (2003).
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